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ENCLOSURE 2
_

U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
REGION IV

'

.

Inspection Report: 50-458/95-26'
.

License: NPF-47 |
. ,

Licensee: Entergy Operations, Inc.
P.O. Box 220 |
St. Francisville, Louisiana

.

Facility Name: River Bend Station ;

'

Inspection At: St. Francisville, Louisiana

Inspection Conducted: December 3, 1995, through January 13, 1996 ;

Inspectors: W. F. Smith, Senior Resident Inspector
'

D. L. Proulx, Resident Inspector
L. J. Smith, Reactor Inspector, Maintenance Branch, Division of' ;

Reactor Safety i

.

'2- 2 I- NApproved:
P.H.HTrrejl,ActingChief,ProjectBranchD Date

"
,

Inspection Summary |

Areas Inspected: Routine, announced inspection of licensee actions in
response to events, plant operations, maintenance and surveillance
observations, onsite engineering, plant support activities, commitment !

management review, followup of previously identified items, and onsite review ,

'of licensee event reports (LER).
,

Results:
,

Plant Operations

While responding to the reactor recirculation pump (RRP) trip that |*

occurred on December 19, 1995, the operators exhibited good,
'

'

conservative performance by manually scramming the reactor when they
could not quickly determine if the reactor was operating in-a defined
region of the power-to-flow map (Section 2.1). -

Overall operator performance during the plant startups, shutdowns, and*

normal operation was good. Operators responded well to the increasing
work activity related to the onset of the refueling outage

i (Section 3.1). ,

;

'
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The licensee identified a failure to document approvals to change the !
| e

control rod movement sequence during a plant startup on December 22, !
1995. This.was a violation of Technical Specification 5.4.1.a for the :

i failure to follow a procedure. Further review by the inspectors i
,

revealed that there were a number of additional minor administrative ~

j discrepancies in the documentation of rod manipulations. Reactor
engineering and operations management took appropriate corrective'

actions to address the discrepancies and prevent recurrence. The |

inspectors identified the failure to document the change in control rod
'

movement sequence as a noncited violation (Section 3.2).~

Maintenance
4

The application of probabilistic risk assessment to determine the* ,

relative risk associated with on-line maintenance scheduling was
'

nonconservative in that the licensee elected to shut down for the
:refueling outage, with two emergency core cooling systems (Residual Heat

. Removal Trains B and C) inoperable, and without performing a4

reassessment of the relative risk associated with this action. This
issue will be tracked as an inspection followup item to review the !

;
licensee's implementation of risk assessment methods (Section 2.2). ]:

A Notice of Enforcement Discretion was issued by the NRC to allow the i
*

licensee sufficient time to repair the Division II emergency diesel :

generator (EDG) without shutting down the plant. The licensee
demonstrated, for the existing plant conditions, that reduced risk to i

the plant resulted from remaining on line. The licensee established ;

appropriate compensatory measures and demonstrated good performance by !-

implementing the repairs in a timely manner. No violation was ;

identified for the causes leading to the need for the Notice of;

Enforcement Discretion (Section 4.1).

I The clearance order supporting the repair of the high pressure coree

spray injection check valve packing was not conservative and did not,
follow the intent of clearance orders to positively ensure personnel and

!: equipment protection. The tagging auth;rity established and the
qualified clearance holders accepted clearance order that: (1) had
only a single valve for personnel protection from the reactor pressure ,

.
vessel, and (2) had no positive vent and/or drain path for the isolated
portion of the piping. Fortuitously, the isolation valve did not leak
past its seat (Section 4.2). |

J
'

,

Surveillance activities were performed well. It was noteworthy that the* ,

' craftsmen took the initiative to vent the air pressure from the
,

<

contaminated main steam isolation valves using a high efficiency ''

particulate air filter, even though neither the radiation work
permit nor the procedure addressed the airborne contamination potential. i

,
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The licensee stated that the radiation work permit would be corrected i

!

(Section 5.2). '
,

Engineerinq ,

'
.

The Significant Event Response Team (SERT) designated to identify and ,

* '

correct the causes of the RRP trips demonstrated good teamwork, but
failed to identify that a loose terminal caused a repeat trip after
power operation was restored. The inspectors considered it
inappropriate that the SERT accepted possible instrument error as a
contributing cause by process of elimination. Further, without having
definite reasons for the loss of RRP B, the licensee established the
potential for initiation of another manual scram and transient on the ,

plant (Section 2.1).

During review of the evaluation for the failed primary containment*

airlock door seals for loss of function, the inspectors identified an
incorrect assumption regarding seal design capability. The licensee
determined that the primary containment airlock door seals could
withstand the peak predicted postaccident containment pressure, but ,

failed to consider the containment design pressure. After correcting 3

the evaluation, engineers determined that the primary containment door :
'

seals had less, but still adequate, sealing capability; thus, the error
had minimal safety impact (Section 3.3).

Actions in response to nuclear network information regarding*

nonconservative core heat balance calculations were noteworthy. The

licensee found and corrected the heat balance to address minor problems j

beyond the specific problem described by the nuclear network entry in
the River Bend Station calculations. This issue will be tracked as an :

'

unresolved item pending the NRC's review of the issue and determination
of the appropriate enforcement posture (Section 6.1). |

The initial operability evaluation for initiation of the fuel building*

ventilation system following painting, failed to include important
parameters to make the proper conclusion and also contained errors. |
After questioning by the inspectors, the licensee revised the
operability assessment. The inspectors determined that the initial

>

,

conclusion that a sample of the charcoal filter media was not necessary, ,

because of the degree of potential charcoal filter media degradation,
was correct even though the initial assumptions were not correct '

(Section 6.2).*

;

The inspectors considered the licensee's failure to evaluate and/or*

consider the potential detrimental affects of paint fumes on the ,'

charcoal filter media prior to initiating painting as a weakness |

(Section 6.2). ,

!

i
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Plant Support'-

Licensee management kept good control of h'ousekeeping throughout the*

plant during the first stages of the refueling outage (Section 3.1).

~A violation of the River Bend Security Plan was identified by the*

inspectors ~ when they found'a compensatory security officer inattentive
to his duties, which involved access control for a vital island~

(Section 8).-

Summary of Inspection Findings:

New items

Inspection Followup Item 458/9526-01: Review of the licensee's*

probabilistic risk assessment methods (Section 2.2).

Unresolved Item 458/9526-02: Review of the issue related to exceeding*

core power limits (Section 6.1).

Violation 458/9526-03: Security officer inattentive to his assigned*

duty (Section 7).

A noncited violation was identified that involved the failure to follow*

a procedure for rod manipulations (Section 3.2).

Closed items

Inspection Followup Item 458/9501-03 (Section 9.1).*

LER 458/95-009 (Section 10.1).*

.

LER 458/95-010 (Section 10.2).*

* Violation 458/9510-01, Example 3 was reviewed but not closed
; (Section 9.2). '

<'

Attachment:
!.

Persons Contacted and Exit Meeting ;

'

,

!

! !

'

,

|
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DETAILS.

,

b

1 PLANT STATUS

At the beginning of this inspection period, the plant was operating at
90. percent power and coasting down toward the end of the operating cycle. The
plant was at 85 percent power on December 19, 1995, when the reactor was
manually scrammed following a trip of RRP B and subsequent downshift of RRP A. .

The plant remained shut down, until December 20, to determine and correct the
cause of the trip and.to repair a leaking packing gland on a high pressure ,

core spray injection check valve in the drywell.

iThe plant reached 87 percent power on December 22 and continued to coast down
until January 2, 1996, when RRP B tripped and single-loop operations >

commenced. Operation continued at 58 percent power until January 4, when the
licensee initiated a plant shutdown for Refueling Outage 6. During the power
decrease for initiation of the refueling outage, operators manually scrammed
the' reactor from approximately 20 percent power because of high turbine ,,

vibration, placing the plant in Mode 3 (hot shutdown). On January 5, the
plant entered Mode 4 (cold shutdown), and on January 7, the plant was placed
in Mode 5 (refueling).

2 ONSITE RESPONSE TO EVENTS (93702,37551)

2.1 RRP Trio Followed by a Manual Scram

On December 19, 1995, with the plant operating at 85 percent power, RRP B
tripped and RRP A shifted from fast to slow speed approximately 22 seconds
later. Reactor power decreased to approximately 30 percent and reactor
coolant flow indicated approximately 10-million pounds per hour. Operators
consulted the power-to-flow map for thermohydraulic flow stability, in
accordance with the abnormal operating procedure, and determined that the
reactor was operating in an undefined region of the power-to-flow map.
Consequently, within 6 minutes of the RRP B trip, operators inserted a manual
scram of the reactor to prevent possible flow instabilities.

The plant responded to the transient, as expected. Reactor water level
increased to Level 8, causing the reactor feedwater pumps to trip. One
reactor feedwater pump was restored before level went below Level 3 and no
emergency' core cooling system or safety relief valve actuation occurred. The,

operators maintained the reactor coolant system cooldown rate below the
. Technical Specification limit of 100*F per hour. Within the hour, the plant

was stabilized in hot shutdown. ' Overall, the operator response to this event
was appropriate to the circumstances. Good communications and teamwork were
demonstrated by all personnel involved. The inspectors observed operator
activities following the scram and considered it a strength that operators did

_
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inot hesitate to scram the reactor when it was identified that the reactor was
operating in a region not clearly defined by the power-to-flow map.

#

! Approximately 2 hours after the scram, reactor coolant system unidentified
1eak rate increased from about 2.5 gpm to more than 7 gpm. Because of the

; unexpected increase in leak rate, the licensee declared a Nctification of
Unusual Event, as required by their emergency plan. ;

'

Maintenance personnel entered the drywell and found the packing gland on
Valve E22*A0VF005 (high pressure core spray injection testable check valve)
spraying a 12-foot steam plume. When the operators isolated the check valve ,

from the reactor pressure vessel by closing a manual valve, unidentified' .

reactor coolant system leakage decreased to less than 2 gpm. When the check
. valve packing leak was isolated, the licensee terminated the Notification of
Unusual Event.

The licensee established two SERTs, one to resolve and correct the reactor
coolant system leaks and one to address the RRP trip root cause and corrective
actions. The first SERT developed a coordinated repair of the packing leak
and restored the high pressure core spray system to normal. The second SERT
developed a detailed evaluation of the probable root cause for the RRP trips. '

<

The second SERT determined that RRP B tripped because the reactor steam dome
temperature to loop inlet temperature cavitation protection interlock was met, 1

which caused RRP B to receive a down-shift signal. However, by design,
closure of the low frequency motor-generator output breaker was prevented ,i

while RRP A was running in fast speed, which prevented RRP B from transferring !

to slow speed and resulted in a pump coastdown. The transient caused by the ,
.

RRP B trip included a drop in reactor pressure, and because steam dome ;'

temperature is a function of saturated pressure, the cavitation interlock was 1

met on RRP A; therefore, RRP A downshifted to slow speed in accordance with
the circuit design.-

! The second SERT also determined that several factors combined to satisfy the |

interlock, which included: (1) operating at reduced pressure to minimize the !'

j unidentified leakage, (2) operating at approximately 7 percent increased core |
' flow to get higher thermal power from the core during the end of cycle

coastdown, (3) identifying that the pressure instrument had drifted closer to I
4

the set point, and (4) engineers estimated that resistance temperature |
detector and transmitter had an error of approximately 3.6*F; however, the !

'

.
engineers could not demonstrate the 3.6*F error but accepted the error by
process of elimination.'

Operators began a plant startup on December 21, 1995, after personnel repaired
the packing for the high pressure core spray testable check valve and after
personnel recalibrated the cavitation interlock instruments. On December 22,'

the plant reached the maximum attainable power of 87 percent.

I

1

i

1

-,
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On January 2, 1996, RRP B again tripped off because the cavitation interlock
was met. Again, RRP B stopped instead of shifting to slow speed because RRP A
continued to run in fast speed. RRP A did not shift to slow speed because
sufficient margin existed that prevented satisfying the cavitation interlock.
With one pump running in fast speed, control rods were adjusted to the
appropriate rod line to ensure proper core flux power shaping. The plant
continued to operate in single loop until January 4, when the licensee made
the decision to shut down for the refueling outage.

During subsequent troubleshooting, the licensee discovered a loose terminal in
the RRP B cavitation interlock circuitry. The licensee reproduced the problem
by wiggling the wire lug. The licensee tightened the terminal and expressed
confidence that they had corrected the cause of the RRP B trips. The
inspectors will review the corrective actions taken by the licensee to address
this issue during followup of Licensee Event Report 458/95-012.

2.2 Manual Reactor Scram

On January 4, 1996, operators decreased reactor power to begin Refueling
Outage 6 with the reactor in single-loop operation because of the RRP B trip
on January 2. The licensee intended to decrease power to 17 percent, take the
turbine off line, and test balance-of-plant equipment. Following testing, the
licensee planned to insert a manual reactor scram to complete the shutdown.
However, with the plant at 20 percent power, the main turbine experienced high
vibration (12 mils) on Bearing 5, a low pressure turbine bearing. The
operators tripped the main turbine and inserted a manual reactor scram because
of sustained main turbine vibration greater than 10 mils, as required by plant
procedures.

Fcllowing the scram, when reactor water level decreased to Level 3, the
operators entered the appropriate emergency operating procedure and recovered
reactor water level using the reactor feed pumps. All control rods inserted
and all safety systems responded as required. The licensee initiated
Condition Report (CR) 96-0012 to document the event and to initiate corrective
actions. The inspectors reviewed the posttrip documentation of the reactor
scram and discussed the plant response with the operators. The inspectors
noted that the information indicated that the operators properly responded to
the scram.

However, the inspectors noted that the posttrip documentation indicated that
two emergency core cooling systems, Residual Heat Removal Trains B and C, were |
inoperable during the scram because personnel were performing planned, !

as-found local leak rate tests (LLRT). The inspectors expressed concern that
the licensee had two emergency core cooling systems unavailable during a plant
shutdown. Probabilistic risk analysis studies have generally shown that the
need for emergency core cooling systems increases during plant shutdowns and
transients.

The inspectors contacted the supervisor for probabilistic safety assessments.
This supervisor stated that the removal of the Residual Heat Removal Trains B
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and C.from service had been approved for LLRTs on January 4,1996, assuming
the reactor shutdown would commence the following day. However, the

- probabilistic safety assessment supervisor stated that they likely would not
have objected to performing the LLRTs of Residual Heat Removal Trains B and C
during a plant shutdown if they had been knowledgeable of the revised
schedule."

The probabilistic safety assessment supervisor did not perform a formal '

statistical calculation, but estimated that the increased risk of the plant
shutdown with Residual Heat Removal Trains B and C out of service was small as
compared to overall risk. The inspectors were concerned that the operations
staff had not appropriately considered the overall risk of on-line maintenance
coupled with_the plant shutdown.

a

The inspectors considered that the failure to perform an evaluation of the
risk resulted in operating the plant in a nonconservative manner. During the
past operating cycle, there was a number of other examples of when the
licensee removed multiple safety-related systems in the same train to perform
on-line maintenance. The licensee utilized risk analysis as the basis for the
removal of the systems from service. A review will be conducted of the
methods used by the licensee to conclude that overall plant safety will not be
affected. This issue will be tracked as an inspection followup item
(458/9526-01).

3 PLANT OPERATIONS (71707, 37551)

3.1 Routine Observations
,

The inspectors observed portions of plant startups, shutdowns, and normal'

operations. The operators responded well to the rcutine and nonroutine ,

evolutions. The inspectors also noted that the operators were using abnormal
operating and alarm response procedures appropriately. Operators maintained
clear and concise communications with repeat backs. As the refueling outage
approached and commenced, the operators maintained good command and control of

,

the increasing activity.
.

At the start of the refueling outage, housekeeping throughout the plant was
excellent. As the outage continued, the inspectors noted that personnel kept
most areas clean and there was strong management involvement in maintaining a

L high standard. The inspectors also noted frequent appearances of management
staff in the plant work areas.

3.2 Rod Manipulation Documentation Discrepancies

I On December 22, 1995, during the reactor startup following the manual reactor
.

'

scram, the licensee found that they had improperly implemented Paragraph 7.9
of Procedure REP-0051 " Control Rod Manipulation," which stated, in part, that
changes to the control rod movement sequence package required the reactor i

engineering superintendent or shift supervisor / control room supervisor's
approval and any changes shall be documented in the Change Approval / Comments

1

I

_- _ - _
_ - . . - - . _
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Section on Attachment 2. Contrary to this requirement, although Step 122 of
the control rod movement sequence bequired Rod Bank 9.B to be at Position 12,
operators found the rods, after. shift turnover, at Position 6. There was not ;

any supporting documentation in the Change Approval / Comments Section of the
procedure attachment for approval of this deviation.

As immediate corrective actions, the licensee verified that the remainder of
the control rods conformed to the control rod movement sequence. Following
.this verification, the reactor engineer and control room supervisor formally
changed the control rod movement sequence to restore the control rods that
were out of position at Position 12. The licensee initiated CR 95-1226 to i

document this event and to propose corrective actions. The initial ;

iinvestigation determined that the control rod movement sequence change was
verbally approved by the reactor engineer and control room supervisor for
power shaping considerations. However, the individuals did not formally

;

' document this approval .

For followup, the inspectors obtained a copy of all of the control rod e

movement sequence sheets for the reactor startup. The inspectors identified a
number of additional administrative discrepancies, as listed below.

On pages 19, 20, and 21, the inspectors noted 9 instances in which only*

one individual signed for the as-left position of a control rod.
Paragraph 7.7 of Procedure REP-0051 stated, in part, that whenever an
asterisk (*) appears under the withdraw limit column, the reactor '

engineer shall specify the withdrawal / insertion position at the time the
step is reached. The as-left control rod positions should be documented
in the comments section by any two of the following: the reactor
engineer, the at-the-controls operator, or the shift supervisor / control
room supervisor.

Also on pages 19, 20, and 21, the inspectors noted numerous instances in*

which operators did not document the initial rod movement in the Insert
Performance or Withdraw Perf mance columns. Paragraph 7.8 of
Procedure REP-0051 requiret, i part, anytime the control rod is moved
off its insert limit, the at-the-controls operator should initial /date
in the withdraw performance column. Similarly, if the rod is reinserted
to its insert limit position on any step, the at-the-controls operator
should initial /date the insert performance column.

The licensee was inconsistent in documenting as-left positions of rods*

in the withdraw limit column. Some crews documented the final position
of each individual control rod, while others only documented the final

!position of the rod bank. Procedure REP-0051 was silent on the
ipreferred method.

The inspectors discussed these issues with the operations manager. The i

operations manager stated he has reinforced with the operating crews that i
management expected personnel to follow procedure statements that use the term |

|

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _._ -_ . _. . ._- . .- ,. --
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"should" as though it was a requirement. In addition, the licensee reviewed
Procedure REP-0051 and determined that the procedural direction and the
control rod movement sequence sheets were confusing and difficult to
implement. Consequently, reactor engineering began revising i

Procedure REP-0051 at the end of this inspection period, in support of the ;

plant startup.
t
'

The failure to document approval for changes to the control rod movement
sequence, as specified in Procedure REP-0051, is a violation of Technical ,

Specification 5.4.1.a. This violation for failure to document an approved
deviation from the rod sequence instructions is being treated as a noncited
violation, consistent with Section VII.B.1 of the NRC Enforcement Policy.
Specifically, the violation was identified by the licensee as not willful and
actions taken, as a result of a previous violation, should not have corrected '

this problem, and appropriate corrective actions were being or had been
completed by the licensee. '

3.3 Inoperable Primar_y Containment Airlock Seal Pneumatic Systems

On December 7,1995, licensee personnel identified that the 171-foot elevation
primary containment inner door seal pneumatic system had failed Technical
Specification Surveillance Requirement 3.6.1.2.4. The pneumatic system
pressures decayed faster than the rate allowed in the surveillance
requirement. Following replacement of the elastomers on both of the system
1/2-inch ball valves and on the upper accumulator check valve, the inner door
seal successfully passed the pressure drop test on December 10.

On December 11, licensee personnel similarly identified a failure of the
171-foot elevation primary containment outer door seal pneumatic system.
Following replacement of the elastomers on both of the system 1/2-inch ball
valves and on both accumulator check valves, the outer door seal successfully
passed the pressure drop test on December 12.

On December 12, the licensee notified the inspectors that all four of the
171-foot elevation primary containment airlock seal pneumatic systems had
recently failed. The inspectors reviewed the station log and interviewed
personnel to conclude that operations personnel correctly took the required
Technical Specification actions when each door was inoperable.

The licensee analyzed the as-found test data and determined that one of the
171-foot elevation primary containment airlock door seals would have isolated
containment at the peak predicted containment pressure of 7.6 psig for 30 days
beyond the design basis accident. Consequently, the licensee determined that
no loss of safety function occurred. The inspectors reviewed the analyses and
the associated pneumatic airlock seal vendor test documents. The inspectors
determined that, while the initial assumptions regarding seal pressure
capability were not consistent with the test data, the final conclusions were
correct. The inspectors questioned whether the as-found condition of the
pneumatic seal systems would withstand the containment design pressure of
15 psig. After correcting the evaluation, engineers determined that the
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primary containment door seals had less, but still adequate, sealing )
capability; thus, the error had minimal safety impact. The inspectors agreed i

that, in the as-found condition, one of the pneumatic airlock seals would have ;

held against a peak predicted containment pressure. |

The licensee initiated three CRs to document the failure of both the 171-foot :
elevation primary containment airlock inner and outer door seal pneumatic !
systems. The licensee determined that, during the past operating cycle, the {ball valve elastomers had a significant amount of time in service. i

Historically, primary containment airlock door seal problems, not resulting i

from the elastomers, resulted in more frequent changeout as a precaution.
'

The licensee issued LER 458/96-007 to provide the actions to be taken to
address this issue. The inspectors will review the actions during followup of
the LER.

4 MAINTENANCE OBSERVATIONS (62703,71750) !

4.1 Failure of Division II EDG Lubricatina Oil Cooler Tube Sheet packinq !

,

On December 30, 1995, the licensee performed the operability surveillance test
of the Division II EDG following on-line maintenance that had been in progress
since December 28. Approximately 12 minutes after starting and loading the

,

Division II EDG, the system engineer noticed abnormal sounds and vibration ,

coming from the EDG and recommended that the operators secure the EDG. The |
operators immediately reduced the load and tripped the EDG.

'

Subsequent troubleshooting identified water in the lubricating oil system.
Maintenance personnel identified the source of leakage to be the tube sheet
packing in the lubricating oil cooler, which uses jacket water as the cooling
medium. The licensee found that the tube sheet packing blocked the leak -

flange annulus, which is designed as a means of indicating that the tube sheet
packing was installed incorrectly. The blocked annulus prevented the presence
of water indication in the tell-tale drain, which led the licensee to
incorrectly believe that a tube was leaking.

The inspectors questioned the possibility of a similar problem on the other
'

EDGs. The licensee explained that a different crew replaced the seal at a
different time and that personnel had found no water in the oil samples, as
was identified on the Division II EDG. The licensee expressed confidence in
the integrity of the other lubricating oil coolers and decided not to remove i

the other EDGs from service to disassemble and inspect the lubricating oil
coolers or repack the tube sheet. ;

The licensee opened the crankcase and inspected the upper cylinders using a L

borescope. Cylinder and Piston 4 had evidence of scuffing that required !
repair. The estimated time to repair the piston, hone the cylinder liner,
repair the lubricating oil cooler, run the EDG in increasing load increments i

to properly wear in the repaired cylinder, and perform operability testing |
.

!

!
:

I

-
__ - _ _ _ . - .. -
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would exceed the remaining outage time of the 72-hour limiting condition for
operation, as permitted by Technical Specification 3.8.1.

Consequently, the. licensee formally requested enforcement discretion from the -
-

4 requirements of Technical Specification 3.8.1 by a telephone conference on ;

December 31, 1995. The licensee requested that the EDG allowed outage time be ;

extended an additional 72 hours because minimal additional risk would be ,

incurred. The risk attributed to the time extension would be offset by the j

reduced risk of avoiding a transient caused by a plant shutdown and the
implementation of a number of compensatory measures, such as protecting'

.

redundant operable equipment and not implementing any other work or testing
that could affect the operability of offsite electrical sources.

The NRC verbally granted the enforcement discretion that extended the ;

Division II EDG allowed outage time by 72 hours, which was no later than
'7:02 a.m. on January 3, 1996. On December 31, 1995, the licensee documented-

the request in Letter RBG-42325 to the NRC.'

I' On December 31, the inspectors verified that the licensee implemented the
compensatory measures committed to during the conference call and found no !

problems. The inspectors also observed portions of the repairs in progress-

and noted that personnel had appropriate work instructions, practiced proper j

foreign material exclusion efforts, and work progressed at a reasonable pace!
'

to ensure quality and minimize the time the EDG was out of service. Good
,

teamwork and management attention was evident over this holiday weekend. The i

inspectors reviewed the work done to repair Piston 4 and found it to be -

'

satisfactory. Dimensions achieved during the honing of Cylinder 4 were all ;

well within the acceptance criteria. ,

;

! On January 1,1996, approximately 39.5 hours into the extended allowed outage
'

time, the Division 11 EDG repairs and testing were completed, the unit was
placed in standby and, after closure of the associated documentation, i

,

Technical Specification 3.8.1 was exited. On January 3, the NRC issued Notice !

of Enforcement Discretion 95-4-007 to document the granting of enforcement !,

i- discretion to the licensee and the basis for doing so. The inspectors learned :

that the repairs did not take as long as originally expected because the !

i: cylinder wall required much less honing than expected and the repair of the
lubricating oil cooler went well. |

1

The inspectors reviewed the circumstances that resulted in the need for i
ienforcement discretion, to determine whether or not the causes were a basis

for a violation of NRC regulations. On November 10, 1994, the licensee :
'initiated CR 94-1479 after identifying the presence of 2 percent water in a

1/2-quart oil sample drawn from the lubricating oil cooler. The licensee~ *

found samples drawn from the engine base, sump, main oil filter, and keep-warm"

'oil filter drains free of water. The system engineer developed an operability'

evaluation that stated that the Division II EDG was operable on the basis that ~j

a minute leak existed in the lubricating oil cooler and that no additional-

water was found at other points in the lubricating oil subsystem. Further, ,

because of differential pressure differences between the Division II EDG

!

.

'
.
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operating and standby conditions, the system engineer concluded that any :
slight leak would only contaminate the lubricating oil during standby ,

conditions. The system engineer established monthly monitoring of the
lubricating oil so that the leak could be evaluated for degradation and any
need for correction. The licensee believed at that time that it would take
more time than that allowed by the Technical Specifications for an on-line EDG !

outage to find and repair a lubricating oil cooler tube leak; therefore, the
licensee scheduled the repair for Refueling Outage 6 (14 months later) unless

"

;

further degradation occurred.

In November 1994, the inspectors reviewed the operability evaluation and the- I

monitoring plan for detection of a degrading lubricating oil cooler tube leak
and considered the evaluation to be acceptable. Over the past year, the
licensee did not identify additional degradation. Specifically, on .four i

occasions, the licensee identified minute quantities of water in the i

lubricating oil samples and the other samples had no trace of water present.

The inspectors reviewed the corrective actions taken by the licensee in i

response to the information available in November 1994. From the information !
'

available, the licensee concluded that, because the water leak in the
lubricating oil cooler was small, the cooler tubes would not fail
catastrophically during extended emergency operation of the EDG. From the i

results of the sampling obtained throughout 1995, the system engineer believed
'that even if the EDG was removed from service, the leak would not hve been

found.
7

Based on the reviews performed by the inspectors, it appeared that the ;

licensee took appropriate actions to address this issue. Additional reviews '

of the licensee's actions will be performed during followup on LER 458/95-013, ,

the event report that will address this issue.

4.2 Inadeauate Clearance May Have Caused Personnel Contamination

On December 19, 1995, while the plant was in hot shutdown, maintenance
personnel replaced the actuator shaft packing on Check Valve E22*A0VF005, the ;

high pressure core spray injection inboard primary containment isolation -

testable check valve. The failed packing caused the unidentified reactor ;

coolant system leak rate to exceed the Technical Specification limit of 5 gpm, ,

as described in Section 2.1. The packing was replaced in accordance with '

Maintenance Action Item 303472. i
!

On December 20, the inspectors reviewed CR 95-1218, which was initiated by
radiation protection personnel to identify that six personnel became ;

contaminated while repacking Check Valve E22*A0VF005. The CR root cause
'

described that system pressure caused the last ring of packing to blow out. .

The inspectors reviewed the approved clearance order and found that it did not >

require the valve and adjacent piping to be drained and/or vented. Venting
and draining of fluid systems are normally performed to prevent pressure :

'buildup and the release of radioactive, possibly hot reactor coolant, on the
workers while they removed the packing. Only one manual valve isolated ,

;

.

:
:
;
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Valve E22*A0VF005 from the hot, pressurized reactor pressure vessel. However,
the inspectors noted that vent Valve CSH*V37 and drain Valve CSH*V53 were
available, but the licensee did not opt to use them. Opening either of these
valves would have prevented any possible pressure buildup in
Valve E22*A0VF005.

The inspectors interviewed the maintenance personnel responsible for verifying
the adequacy of the clearance order. fhese personnel indicated that they
considered the clearance order adequate because the packing leak appeared to
relieve the pressure inside the check valve. Specifically, with the check
valve isolated by the manual valve, the leakage stopped, which was an
indication to the workers that the piping associated with the check valve had
depressurized. The inspectors expressed concern that personnel foiled to
recognize that the remaining packing could have retained some pressure that
might cause material to blow out when the last ring of packing was removed.
During subsequent. discussions with licensee management, the licensee
acknowledged that personnel did not take a conservative approach in isolating
and depressurizing the check valve, particularly with only single valve
isolation from the reactor pressure vessel being available.

Radiation protection stated that the CR had inaccurately described the actual
circumstances. There was no pressure on the packing as originally described
in the CR. The radiation protection personnel determined that thermal air
currents resulting from temperature differences in the high temperature area
caused loose radioactive material to blow in the face of the workers.

The inspectors concluded that failure to provide workers with a clearance
order that ensured that the work could be performed as safely as possible was
nonconservative and subjected workers to unnecessary risk. The safety
significance of this issue was that a fundamental principle of equipment
isolation to prevent personnel injury or equipment damage was not utilized.
The licensee failed to take appropriate precautions to facilitate work that
exposed personnel to a high energy, highly contaminated system without proper
venting or draining.

In view of the forthcoming refueling outage and the hundreds of clearances
that need to be generated, the inspectors expressed adoitional concern about
personnel not thinking conservatively in the interest of personnel and
equipment safety. The licensee stated that their expectations were not met.
Consequently, the licensee reviewed this event and their expectations with all
certified tagging officials and all qualified clearance holders.

The inspectors reviewed the actions taken by the licensee to address this
issue. Based on the reviews, it appeared that the actions were appropriate
and should prevent recurrence.

4.3 Maintenance Action item 30826

On January 8, 1996, the inspectors witnessed maintenance actions associated
with refurbishing motor-operated Valve IE21*M0VF012, the low pressure core

_ _ _ - _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ -
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spray injection valve. The inspectors compared the procedure to the vendor
manual and determined that the procedure implemented the requirements of the
vendor manual concerning inspection, parts replacement, and grease
application. The inspectors noted that the workers followed the procedure,
observed good radiation protection practices during the task, and properly
documented the work completed. The inspectors reviewed the completed
maintenance action item and noted no concerns.

5 SURVEILLANCE OBSERVATIONS (61726,71750)

5.1 Reactor Head Spray Valve LLRT

The inspectors observed the performance of portions of Procedure STP-209-3807,
" Reactor Head Spray Valve Leak Rate Test." The inspectors reviewed the
procedure for technical adequacy, confirmed conformance to Technical
Specifications, and verified test instrument calibration. The inspectors
observed the actual surveillance, which included the removal and return to
service of the component. The inspectors reviewed the data and found the
surveillance acceptable.

5.2 Main Steam Valves LLRT

On January 12, 1996, the inspectors witnessed, in part, the performance of
Procedure STP-208-3600, " Main Steam Isolation Valves, Main Steam Line Drain
Valves, Main Steam Stop Valves, and Main Steam Leakage Control System
Leak-Rate Test," for the main steam isolation valves. The inspectors noted
that personnel performed the test in accordance with the procedure, observed
proper radiation protection requirements during the work, and the completed
test data met acceptance criteria.

Procedure STP-208-3600 required the system to be vented through a manifold
that bypassed the leak rate monitor following testing. This manifold vented
the test volume from the main steam isolation valves (a contaminated system)
to a clean area in the auxiliary building. The inspectors noted that a
high-efficiency particulate air filter was installed on the tygon tube that
vented the test volume air. Interviews with test personnel indicated that
during previous refueling outages, clean areas of the auxiliary building had
become contaminated following venting of the test volume during LLRT of the j

,

main steam isolation valves; therefore, the craftsmen added the
high-efficiency particulate air filter to the test manifold to prevent ,

!

recurrence. Radiation protection personnel noted that this was a good
practice and formally recognized the craftsmen's effort.

|

|
The inspectors reviewed Procedure STP-208-3600 and noted that the procedure
only alerted personnel not to vent the test volume through the logarithmic
radiation monitor to prevent contamination of the unit. Because the procedure I

did not specifically address venting precautions, the inspectors reviewed a j

copy of Radiation Work Permit 96-0028, which did not provide any direction for j
.

,
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'

venting the test volume. The inspectors considered the radiation work permit :
to be weak because of_ the previous instances of contaminating clean areas of.

-

the auxiliary building.

-The inspectors discussed this' issue with the radiation protection supervisor,
who indicated that the craft personnel demonstrated a good work practice by

iinstalling the high efficiency particulate air filter. Further, the radiation
protection supervisor stated that it was appropriate and that he would capture
this requirement in the radiation work permit, since clean areas had been s

previously contaminated during venting. The inspectors considered'this action -

to be satisfactory.
f

6 ONSITE ENGINEERING (37551)
t

6 -.1 Nonconservative Core Heat Balance Calculation
*

On November 30, 1995, with the plant operating at 90 percent thermal power, |~
the licensee discovered an error in the heat balance calculation of core
thermal power. This calculation takes the enthalpy supplied to the main steam
system and subtracts the total enthalpy input to the reactor, assuming that
all flows into the reactor are converted to steam flow. During a review of an
industry event on the nuclear network, the licensee found that they similarly
did not account for all flows into the reactor coolant system. Therefore, the ;

.
licensee determined that their heat balance was not conservative and that they
exceeded their licensed power level of 2894 megawatt-thermal (MW ,).

The licensee noted that they did not account for control rod drive flow into
the recirculation pump seals in the heat balance equation. This error had
existed in the heat balance equation since initial plant startup because the
original vendor supplied calculation did not inc1cde this flow. This omission
contributed approximately 1.1 MW,, nonconservative error in the heat balance
equation.

Plant modifications installed by the licensee introduced two other errors by
omitting flows. The licensee modified the reactor water cleanup system flow
value by calibrating the reactor water cleanup flow sensors for cold
conditions. This introduced a 0.4 MW,, error in the heat balance equation.
During Refueling Outage 5, the licensee provided control rod drive seal purge :

flow to the reactor water cleanup pumps to ensure adequate seal cooling and !
'

reduce the number of seal repairs. This additional flow resulted in a
O.7 MW,, error in the heat balance calculation.

The licensee reviewed past operating histories and determined that the
licensed average full power level was exceeded by approximately 1.2 MW,, on
one occasion. For corrective actions, the licensee changed the modification
process to include a reactivity impact statement, which specifically required
a review for impact on the heat balance calculation and other core parameters.
The licensee corrected the heat balance calculation to account for the above
errors. Each system engineer will be required to perform a heat balance study

_ _ _ - _ - _ _- -- -- - -- _ . - .
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to ensure any effects of system modifications are accounted for. The licensee
'

i submitted LER 458/95-010 stating that Section 2.C.(1) of the Station Operating ,

License was violated.
.

i The inspectors reviewed the licensee's investigation results and corrective
actions. It appeared that the actions taken by the licensee to address this-

issue were appropriate. This issue will remain unresolved pending the NRC's '

,

review of this generic issue to determine what regulatory actions should be
taken (458/9526-02).,

,

* 6.2 'Paintino in the Fuel Buildino

On January 3,1996, Train B of the fuel building ventilation system received a
3 spurious start signal. The licensee had been painting in the fuel building-

earlier in the day and operations personnel were concerned that the Train B.

fuel building ventilation unit charcoal filter may have adsorbed sufficient'

paint fumes to make the system inoperable. The operators contacted the system,
' engineer, who performed an operability evaluation. The operability evaluation ,

.i indicated that the degree of painting was small and the filter train remained
.

operable despite the inadvertent actuation of the ventilation system. In
addition, the operability evaluation stated that it was unnecessary to sample4

i the charcoal filter because of the small quantity of paint used. !
.

The inspectors reviewed the initial operability evaluation to determine if.the ,

conclusion that the system remained operable was appropriate. The inspectors ;
a

determined that the basis for the operability evaluation did not include the
as-found condition of the charcoal filter. The evaluation assumed that the

".

charcoal filter was 100 percent efficient, so the inspectors questioned the
system engineer on this point. The system engineer stated that he was not
aware of previous test results related to charcoal filter efficiency and the;

hours that the filter had been in operation. The inspectors considered the4

operability evaluation inadequate because, as far as the engineer knew, the
efficiency of the charcoal filters could have been slightly above 99 percent,
which was the efficiency required for system operability, prior to the
actuation. Consequently, any further degradation of the charcoal filter could
have rendered the ventilation unit inoperable.

.

,

Following questioning by the inspectors, the system engineer verified that the
previous test results indicated close to 100 percent efficient charcoal
filters and determined that the Train B fuel building ventilation had operated
for 460 out of 720 hours, which historically had not significantly degraded.

filter efficiency. Subsequently, the system engineer concluded that adequate
margin existed to ensure continued system operability following this
particular painting evolution.

Following the inspectors' comments, the licensee revised the operability
evaluation. The revised' evaluation included the initial conditions of the
charcoal, the actual amount of degradation, the actual drying time of the
paint, and indicated that the normal fuel building ventilation system operated
for 3 hours prior to actuation of the emergency filtration unit. With this

|
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I

information, the licensee calculated that the paint fumes had dissipated
', through the normal . ventilation system prior to the fuel building filtration

system actuation. The inspectors reviewed the revised operability evaluation
and found that it was satisfactory.*

The inspectors noted that Technical Specification 5.5.7.c requires, in part,
that a laboratory test of the charcoal absorber be obtained as described in ,

Regulatory Guide 1.52. This guide specifies that testing is required
following painting, fire, or chemical release in any ventilation zone
communicating with the system. The inspectors questioned the licensee at to
why a sample of the absorber had not been taken.

The licensee generated an evaluation to specifically define the amount of
paint that could be used in the area where air is drawn into the filter,
without affecting the efficiency of the filter. Based on the results of the
evaluation, the licensee determined that a sample of the charcoal was not
required "following painting" since the amount of paint used did not affect
system operability.

The inspectors reviewed the evaluation generated by the licensee to address
the need for sampling the charcoal. Based on this review, the inspectors
determined that sampling was not required in this case, since sufficient time
had elapsed between the application of the paint and the inadvertent start of
the filter train. Therefore, the inspectors concluded that a violation of

,

Technical Specification 5.5.7.c did not occur.
;

In addition, the licensee identified, for future use, the type of paint used
at the River Bend Station and determined the amount of paint required to make
the charcoal filter inoperable. This determination involved a decrease in

.
absorption efficiency below 99 percent. Also, the licensee determined the

.

amount of air turnovers in the fuel handling building created by operation of*

the normal ventilation. The licensee determined that 80 gallons of the most'

detrimental paint onsite would result in a 1 percent decrease in charcoal
abmrber efficiency and render the train inoperable. The licensee applied a
sarety factor of 10 cnd estimated that each 8 gallons of the most detrimental
paint absorbed would result in a 0.1 percent decrease in charcoal filter
ef ficiency..

The inspectors concluded that the licensee's actions related to this issue
were satisfactory; however, the inspectors noted that system engineering did
not evaluate all potential affects of the painting on the filter train until
questioned by the inspectors. Also, the inspectors concluded the failure of

, the licensee to anticipate that painting, in the area of both filter train
inlets, could potentially establish a mechanism for a common mode failure of

,

both charcoal filter trains, if a fuel building ventilation actuation ,

occurred, to be weak controls of activities affecting safety-related
equipment.'

4

4
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7 PLANT SUPPORT ACTIVITIES (71750)
|

On December 31, 1995, the inspectors entered the Division II EDG control room
from the door exiting the Division III EDG control room and found a
compensatory security officer sitting in a chair with his head bowed and
appearing to be asleep. The inspectors approached the security officer and
asked him, in a normal tone of voice, if he was asleep, and the security
officer did not respond. The inspectors then opened the door to the
Division II EDG room and slammed it shut, thereby gaining the attention of the
security officer. The security officer contacted the security shift
supervisor who, in turn, arrived with a relief for the security officer.

The licensee had recently removed the Division II EDG room from the vital
island to facilitate easier access for personnel carrying tools and parts
during extensive repairs of the diesel engine. The compensatory security
officer was posted at a door to prevent access to the remaining vital area, in
accordance with Instruction SPI-13, " Compensatory Officer," Revision 10. The

j security officer had instructions to deny entry and exit through the door and
to advise personnel attempting to pass through the door that free access to
and from the protected area was available at the outside entrance to the EDG
room. I

I
iThe inspectors had noted that the security officer was alert 15 minutes

earlier when the inspectors were in the EDG room observing the maintenance
activity. The door was opened by an operator who did not pass through it
since the security officer had access under control. The security officer

i

indicated that he was not ill but had become drowsy. He apparently failed to
comply with a note on his shift rotation sheet, which stated, "if you get
tired or sleepy, contact your supervisor."

The River Bend Station Security Plan requires, in part, that there be positive
i

| controls over access to the vital islands. Section 5.2.2 of
| Instruction SPI-13 provided instructions on how to implement compensatory

controls over vital island boundary doors that were not equipped with card
readers. At the time the inspectors were present, the assigned security

,

officer was not attentive and, therefore, was not in control of the door to
which he was assigned. This is a violation of Section 6.2.2 of the licensee's
Security Plan (455/9526-03).

The licensee informed the inspectors that they had zero tclerance for this
level of performance by security officers and, after investigating the matter,
permanently denied the individual access to the protected area.

8 COMMITMENT MANAGEMENT REVIEW (92901)

The inspectors noted that Licensing Action Item 50042 stated, in part,
" Eliminate the commitments associated with tre NRC-approved code cases that |

eliminate hydrostatic requirements." The inspectors reviewed the |
circumstances related to this action item and several CRs related to |

l
!

i
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commitment management to determine if licensee personnel were adequately
maintaining compliance with NRC commitments.

The inspectors interviewed personnel responsible for Licensing Action
Item 50042 and reviewed the following documents:~

ASME CODE CASE N-416-1, " Alternative Pressure Test Requirement fci-*

Welded Repairs or Installation of Replacement Items by Welding,
Class 1, 2, and 3 Section XI, Division 1"

ASME CODE CASE N-498-1, " Alternative Rules for 10-Year System*

Hydrostatic Testing For Class 1, 2, and 3 Systems Section XI,
Division 1"

August 12, 1994, Memorandum, Entergy Operations (OCAN089401) to NRC,*

"Use of Code Cases N-416-1 and N-498-1"

February 3,1995, Memorandum, NRC Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation*

(Docket 50-458) to Entergy Operations, "Rivar Bend Station, Unit 1 -
Approval of Code Cases N-416-1 and N-498-1 as Alternatives to the
Required Hydrostatic Pressure Tests (TAC N0 M90217)"

Personnel from the licensing department and engineering stated that the action
item was intended to identify outdated commitments to hydrostatic testing so
that they could be eliminated and additional nondestructive examinations could
be specified, if required. The licensee stated that approval of these ASME
Code Cases for use at Entergy sites virtually eliminated hydrostatic test
requirements, if the additional specified nondestructive examinations were
performed. Hydrostatic tests would only be required for the installation of
new systems.

) Based on a review of the documents provided by the licensee, the inspectors
i determined that removing outdated commitments to perform hydrostatic testing

from procedures was appropriate. !
,

The inspectors also requested that licensee personnel search the data base for
'CRs that included " commitment" in the description. The inspectors selected

the following closed CRs for a more detailed review:

CR 94-0673, initiated on May 23, 1994, documented what appeared to be an !*

isolated error related to implementation of licensing commitments. |,

Procedure RBNP-0029, " Commitment Identification and Tracking,"
Section 6.7 included a requirement for Quality Assurance personnel to
randomly select 25 commitments for verification each month. In the
closure documentation, licensee personnel noted that the Procedurei-

Upgrade Program included activities that will verify the implementation
of Regulatory commitments over a 3-year period. The licensee also noted
that these plans were described in the violation response to NRC
Inspection Report 50-458/94-12 and contained in the LTPIP.

|
t

4
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!CR 94-1172, initiated on September 9, 1994, documented the results of.*

Audit.94-08-I-PR000C. Specifically, the CR identified inat
safety-related procedures will be reviewed / revised, as required by

' programmatic control stimuli such as licensee commitments, industry j

-events, etc. In the audit, licensee personnel sampled 125 station ;

procedures and determined that 35 percent did not incorporate changes |

that'should has: occurred.as a result of commitments. In the closure
documentation, licensee personnel referred to the LTPIP, the Procedure

~

Upgrade Project, and Revision 10 to Procedure RBNP-001.

CR 95-0358, initiated April 7,1995, documented that an employee i*

expressed a concern that commitments are not included in procedures. |

The CR states, in part, that the examples were provided to the Licensing
Manager. .This CR was closed based on the corrective actions provided in
CR 94-1635 (discussed below).

~

;

CR 95-0426, initiated on April'21. 1995, was generated as a result of a*

special inspection performed by the licensee. The CR documented errors
and omissions in the commitment management system database that could ,

lead to. commitments being omitted from the implementing documents. Of ,

the total of 100 commitments, 23 contained errors and/or omissions. I

This CR was closed based on the corrective actions provided in i

CR 94-1635 (discussed below).
.

The inspectors also reviewed the open CRs discussed below: t

CR 94-1635, initiated on December 30, 1994, was generated to document a i*

specific example where the failure to maintain a commitment resulted in
a missing barrier, which could have prevented a reactor scram. !
Commitment C6066 generated by LER 458/87-014 and CR 87-0708 was not ;

posted against applicable procedures. The CR provided the project plan ,

for the commitment database review project that had been recently |
completed.

CR 95-0133 was initiated on February 10, 1995, as a result of an audit. The
CR documented that Revision 6 to Procedure RBNP-030 and Revision 5 to >

Procedure RBNP-052 do not reference all licensee commitments posted against
the procedures as required by Procedure RBNP-001.

Based on interviews with personnel from the licensing department, the
inspectors determined that the licensee had implemented a major revision in
the method used for managing commitments. Previously, approximately
12,000 records had been established in a data base to document prior
commitments. Licensee personnel stated that this initial data base was
difficult to use because it did not specify the affected procedures. Licensee -

personnel also stated that many of the records in the original data base ;

. included prefuel load commitments that had never been tracked to closure. The
licensee determined that approximately 4000 of these records described '

ccr.mitments that were no longer applicable. Some of the 8000 remaining!

,

t

,
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records were determined to be one-time actions, which were closed. The other
commitments were determined to be passive commitments, which should continue
to be i.glemented.

.9 FOLLOWUP OF PREVIOUSLY IDENTIFIED ITEMS (92901,92903)

9.1 IClosed) Inspection Followup Item 458/9501-03: Evaluate
Effectiveness of Long-Term Performance Improvement Proaram (LTPIP) in
Reducina Human Performance Errors

In Section 8.3.2 of NRC Inspection Report 50-458/95-01, the inspectors noted
that licensee management had evaluated the recommendations of the Human
Performance Quality Action Team and had decided not to implement all of them.
The licensee stated that they would reissue the LTPIP section concerning human
performance as Section 21 and would perform an assessment of the effectiveness
of these actions.

The licensee issued Section 21 of the LTPIP and provided it to the inspectors.
The inspectors reviewed this document and noted that it implemented the
corrective actions previously identified. In addition, the licensee provided
the inspectors with the quality assurance assessment of the effectiveness of
the LTPIP with respect to human performance. The inspectors noted that the
assessment was sufficiently self-critical and provided recommendations for
action where appropriate. The inspectors considered the licensee's actions
for this inspection followup item to be appropriate and completed
satisfactorily,

9.2 (0 pen) Violation 458/9510-01. Example 3: Followup on the Five Start

Design Basis of the Division Ill EDG

This violation identified that licensee personnel had failed to properly
translate the design basis of the Division III EDG to start five times into
the correct low pressure alarm setpoint for the air start receivers.

In response to the violation, licensee personnel implemented Temporary
Alteration 95-003 that revised the alarm trip setpoints for Pressure
Switches ICSH-PS235 and -PS249 to 220 psig, with a reset of 235 psig. These
settings allowed for a 5 psig margin between the alarm and the minimum
pressure required for five successive starts. The licensee determined that
the air receiver tanks should be declared inoperable if the pressure in either
air receiver tank dropped below 215 psig.

Subsequently, licensee personnel performed additional research to determine
the licensing basis for the five start requirement. The licensee discovered
that, during the initial licensing process, Standard Technical
Specification 4.8.1.1 required that a five start capacity be demonstrated
every 18 months. In lieu of the 18-month surveillance, licensees could
substitute routine verifications that the air receiver tanks were at a plant
specific pressure that would support five starts. In the original Technical
Specification submittal, licensee personnel deleted the 18-month surveillance
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requirement and incorrectly indicated that the air start system had the
capacity to start the Division III EDG five times, if the air start receivers-
were filled to a pressure of 160 psig. ,

;

This error apparently occurred because licensee personnel incorrectly credited ,

testing each air receiver independently. If both.of the air receivers were *

operated separately and consecutively, the system was capable of five
isuccessive starts from 160 psig. However, the system was designed to

simultaneously draw starting air from both air start receivers. In the normal
,

configuration both air receivers were used simultaneously and a pressure of
3

< 215 psig was necessary for five successive starts. ,

Based on a review of Section 9.5.6 of the NRC Safety Evaluation Report for the
1

i original Technical Specification submittal, the licensee noted that the NRC -

-staff had been informed that the system had a five start capacity from thea

! normal operating pressure of 215 psig. The licensee reasoned that the five -

start requirement was a design capacity requirement not an operability !
requirement. The 1 5ensee subsequently reviewed 10 CFR 50.36(c)(3) and the t

Improved Technical Specification bases for River Bend and concluded that .

160 psig was the correct limit for determining operability of the air receiver ;
'

tanks. Licensee personnel restored the alarm trip setpoints for Pressure
,

Switches ICSH-PS235 and -PS249 to 160 psig. ,

During this inspection, the inspectors reviewed the corrective actions taken:
5 in response to the violation and concluded that licensee personnel had not !

correctly addressed the discrepancy that they identified in the Division III'

EDG starting air receiver tank operability requirements. The original ;

1 Technical Specification submittal was inaccurate; the plant was licensed with
I the understanding that the air start system was capable of five successive ,

starts at 160 psig when 215 psig was necessary.a

Licensee personnel carried this error over into improved Technical
: Specification 3.8.3. In the Improved Technical Specification submittal,

licensee personnel specified 160 psig as the minimum pressure necessary for ,

Division III EDG operability. The licensee did not clearly indicate that this !
iwas a reduction from a five start capability. Licensee personnel changed the

j five start capacity to a " multiple" start capacity and stated that the current
licensing basis for the EDG air start system Surveillance and ACTIONS were.

retained. The Director, Nuclear Safety committed to resolve the discrepancy
,

between the original five start licensing basis and the existing 160 psig ;

Technical Specification operability requirement, or submit a license amendment ;

request, by May 10, 1996. |

In the interim, licensee personnel stated that they planned to declare the air
receiver tanks inoperable if the pressure went below 215 psig. Licensee
personnel revised Procedure OSP-0028, " Daily Log Report-Normal Switchgear, i

Control and Diesel Generator Buildings," to indicate that 215 psig was the
,

operating limit for Air Receiver Tanks TK1A and TKlB. ;

i

?
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e 10 DNSITE REVIEW OF LERs (92700) j

10.1 (Closed) LER 458/95-009: Missed Surveillance Due to Surveillance Test F

Interval Schedulina Change-Error
I

a

1 The issue documented in this LER was reviewed and documented in NRC Inspection
i Report 50-458/95-25. ,

,

i'

I 10.2 (Closed) LER 458/95-010: Reactor Thermal Power Limit Exceeded Due to i

Failure to Consider Reauired Heat Balance Inputs *

,
r

1- The issue documented in this LER was reviewed and documented in Section 6.1 of !

i this inspection report. An unresolved item was identified. ,
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ATTACHMENT

1 PERSuNS CONTACTED

1.1 Licensee Personnel

R. T. Davey, Manager, Electrical and I&C Design
D. T. Dormady, Manager, System Engineering
E. C. Ewing, Manager, Maintenance

.

J. J. Fisicaro, Director, Nuclear Safety
J. O. Fowler, Supervisor, Quality Assurance
J. Holmes, Superintendent, Chemistry
M.'A.-Krupa, Manager, Operations
T. R. Leonard, Director, Engineering
L. G. Lewis, Manager, Training
D. N.-Lorfing,-Supervisor, Licensing
J. R. McGaha, Vice President-0perations
W. H. Odell, Superintendent, Radiation Control
M. B. Sellman, General Manager, Plant Operations
J. E. Somerindyke, Supervisor, Security Operations
G. A. Zinke, Manager, Quality Assurance

The above personnel attended the exit meeting. In addition to the personnel
listed above, the inspectors contacted other personnel during this inspection
period.

2 EXIT MEETING

An exit meeting was conducted on January 16, 1996. During this meeting, the
inspectors reviewed the scope and findings of the report. The licensee
acknowledged the inspection findings documented in this report. The licensee
did not identify as proprietary any information provided to, or reviewed by,
the inspectors.

.


